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Roy Jones and Brian Shaw’s edited collection, Geographies of Australian Heritages, 
concludes with a strong chapter from William Logan, in which Logan succinctly 
summarises the key theme of the book: that heritage is essentially ideological, 
subjective, political, and contested.  Heritage is, indeed, all of these things: it is the 
formal process of selecting specific sites and making them tell specific stories; it 
involves having—or not having—the cultural, political, and ideological power to give 
places official meaning; to sort through the congeries of stories and people and events 
and natural elements in a place and to select which one(s) will be valorised, 
memorialised, and thus passed on.  Jones’s and Shaw’s collection, part of Ashgate’s 
Heritage, Culture and Identity series, provides a useful overview of the ideological, 
subjective, political, and contested field of heritage in Australia, surveying various 
struggles and contests to invest Australian geographies with official meanings and 
status. 
 
The thirteen-chapter book features four chapters which provide excellent overviews of 
national heritage administration, legislation, and histories.  It opens with two chapters 
from Graeme Aplin, the first one of which details the bureaucratic anatomy of 
heritage administration in Australia.  Aplin traces the history of Australian heritage 
administration, explaining the processes through which heritage is defined, funded, 
legislated, and managed.  Aplin identifies two problematic aspects of Australian 
heritage administration: first, the three different types of heritage—natural, 
Indigenous, and non-Indigenous—are managed by separate administrative bodies; and 
second, the states—which bear primary administrative responsibility for heritage--
manage heritage in different ways.  Aplin’s second chapter focuses on Australia’s 
bureaucratic responses to, and incorporations of, supranational heritage policies and 
conventions, including the 1975 UNESCO World Heritage Convention.  While 
Australia is generally compliant with the Convention, and contains 16 World Heritage 
sites, conflict has arisen between Australian federal ideas about land use, and 
international Convention land use regulations.  Kakdu National Park World Heritage 
is a case in point: when the Australian federal government announced that areas 
within the Park were open for further uranium mining in 1999, the World Heritage 
Committee called an Extraordinary Meeting which considered listing Kakadu as 
officially In Danger from the Australian government.  Australia resented and resisted 
what it saw as the intervention of an international heritage body into its internal 
affairs, demonstrating one of the difficulties of wedding international heritage 
legislation and understandings to Australian frameworks.   
 
C. Michael Hall’s chapter provides a history and anatomy of wilderness heritage in 
Australia.  A particularly useful aspect of Hall’s chapter is his history of the concept 
of ‘wilderness’ in Australia: early perceptions of wilderness were highly Euro- and 
US-centric, and saw wilderness largely as a site for human recreation and leisure.  
More recent perceptions, however, see wilderness as valuable in itself as a site of 
ecological and biological activity.  Hall explains the ways in which these shifting 
perceptions have driven the creation of various National Parks, and notes that despite 
Australia’s stated desire to conserve its wilderness heritage, Australia’s history of 
protecting sites of little economic value as ‘wilderness’ remains dominant.  William 
Logan’s concluding chapter focuses on the cultural politics of heritage, further 
discussing some of the administrative issues introduced by Aplin.  Together, these 
four chapters comprise a useful overview of the administration, legislation, 
conceptualisation, and politics of Australian heritage. 
 
The book’s other eight chapters ground these overviews in specific case studies, 
illustrating the ways in which the macro politics of international heritage legislation 
play out at micro levels.  Tour company operator and academic Marion Hercock’s 
chapter spells out the difficulties of operating a heritage tourism company, 
particularly in relation to compliance with heritage management bodies.  Gill and 
Paterson’s chapter focuses on the troubling excision of Aboriginal pastoral workers 
from Australian rural heritage.  Two chapters focus on sport heritage in Perth suburbs; 
and one chapter by heritage architectural consultant Rosemary Rosario addresses the 
difficulties of managing heritage in a Perth suburb whose land prices are rising, and 
whose residents do not necessarily wish to bear the financial burden for heritage 
conservation of their houses.  Not surprisingly for a postcolonial country, a major 
theme running through many chapters is the Australian propensity to revere and 
memoralise its white heritages at the expense of those of the country’s Indigenous 
population.  The book’s realistic approach to heritage is particularly productive: the 
authors acknowledge and explore the necessarily ideological, economic, and political 
nature of heritage, without much resort to idealistic complaints that heritage is used 
politically by politicians, or that heritage has economic aspects.  Instead, the case 
study chapters detail the messy, contested, and ideological ways in which certain 
Australian places have been assigned specific meanings as heritage sites. 
 
While its individual case studies provide useful accounts of the processes and politics 
of heritage in various Australian sites, the case studies are also the book’s weakness.  
The case studies themselves are individually productive; it is their selection which 
leaves the book uneven.  The problem is with the case studies’ national coverage, an 
important factor in a book which aims to provide an overview of Australian heritage 
through, as the book’s back cover blurb indicates, “a representative set of case studies 
from across the country’s states and capital cities.”  However, of eight case study 
chapters, five focus on the state of Western Australia, one on Sydney, one on the town 
of Lobethal in South Australia, and one on the central deserts of South Australia and 
the Northern Territory.  Further, of the five Western Australia chapters, three focus 
solely on suburban Perth.  This is not to argue that heritage debates in the suburbs of 
Australia’s fourth largest capital city are not interesting, but the (Perth-based) editors’ 
decision to devote nearly a quarter of the ostensibly national collection to them may 
leave international readers with the erroneous impression that suburban Perth is the 
hotbed of Australian heritage concerns and studies.  Australian readers may be left 
puzzled at the decision to leave case studies from Queensland, Victoria, Tasmania, the 
Australian Capital Territory, and the Australian Antarctic Territory—certainly places 
in which heritage debates and studies contribute substantially to the national picture—
out of the book altogether.  The book’s framing chapters on Australian heritage 
administration, wilderness definitions, and cultural politics provide excellent coverage 
of national heritage geographies, the case study selection means that the book is not a 
thoroughly national overview.  For those with an interest in Western Australian 
heritage geographies, however, the book will be particularly useful. 
